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This curriculum vitæ was written with the LATEX computerized typesetting system.1

Personal information

Surname(s) / First name(s) Hasur, Simon

Address(es) 2/2, Via Sant Antonio, 23826, Mandello del Lario (LC), Italy

Telephone(s) Mobile: 0039 3495949638

Email(s) simhgamedev@gmail.com

Nationality(-ies) Hungarian

Date of birth January 04, 1989

Gender Male

Desired Employment /
Occupational Field

I am seeking a position where my skills and abilities will be an asset to myself and to

the company.

Work Experience /
Formation

2011-2018

Occupation or position held I started off as software-developer ; then I heavily specialized in Algorithms. I did a

variety of related things, which I review by topic, below.

Main activities and

responsibilities

IT: developed a truck-simulator ( in C ) ; and a 3D map-visualization library (in C++),

which then I remade also in JavaScript .

SIMULATION METHODS: did a pioneering research reguarding the dynamics of articulated

bodies, and created the L.D.N.F.S. simulator.

Algorithms: made a pioneering research-effort to provide new frontiers

in polygonal approximation ( and visualization ) of surfaces.

MATHS: made a proficient research-effort on differential equations which describe dy-

namical systems ; mostly non-linear ones.

- The contribution in these fields, amounts overall to around 14 theorems, equally meaningful

so much in theory as in practice ; and various software-packages which are innovative and are

useful for many things. All are released as Open-Source. I also developed various videogames,

for the most part 3D ones.

Personal skills and
competences

Mother tongue(s) Hungarian

Italian
C2 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user

English
C1 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user
C1 Proficient

user
C1 Proficient

user
C2 Proficient

user

German
B1 Independent

user
B1 Independent

user
B1 Independent

user
B1 Independent

user
B1 Independent

user

1with the additional aid herein used, of the europecv package for LATEX , written by Nicola Vitacolonna
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Social skills and
competences

I’m very focused and pay great attention to detail. I can express myself with clear,

simple words, but may also take part in dialogues where a higher language-register

is required. I am able to give and receive instructions and carry out any task to the

fullest degree. I am able to give presentations effectively: I have produced multiple

instructional videos. I have a clear and definitive preference for hierarchies; well-

outlined organigrams. I can make myself useful.

Technical skills and
competencies

Reasonable comfort with a typical electonics-lab setup, dedicated EDA computer-

software tools e.g. the SPICE circuit-simulator and discreetely the Quartus II v.13 tool

; prototipation of devices mostly if based on digital electronics. Fairly good manuality.

Writing, directing, and optionally explaining in, instructional videos.

Computer skills and
competences

I’m highly proficient in computers and programming. Specifically, writing computer-

software using the C, C++ or JavaScript programming languages ; and usage of

some typical office-productivity programs including the Cinelerra video-editor. Fair

comfort also with the usage of the LATEX computerized typesetting system.

Driving licence(s) European B driving licence to drive non-articulated vehicles of up to 3.5 tons

Education and training
2004-2011 High school grade at: Liceo Scientifico G.B.Grassi

2011-2014 I studied Physics at the State University of Milan (Unimi)

Additional information

homepage: www.nerdofalgorithms.altervista.org

Publications

essays:

SHORT ONES: LONG ONES:

What is Terrain Rendering? Usage and Functioning of the L.D.N.F.S Simulator

What are Algorithms? Why a Site

Dedicated to Them? Why are They

Cool?

Why are Non-Linear Dynamical

Systems Important?

The Vector as a Datastructure - an

article written to test the use of pro-

cedurally generated figures in arti-

cles

Only Writers can Write Well?

A Method for Studying the English

Language

novellas:

The Unemployment - trilogy of novellas

The Modern Writer

Wattpad fiction

novels: An Ordinary Life (work in progress: circa 60 percent ready)

Personal interests

Music and musical composition ; environmental defence, and agricolture.
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